Digitalization enables a virtuous relationship between PAs and
communities, but, to do so, it is necessary to make regulations
anchored to informative and administrative data assets.

Why Civilia Next
Cloud native. Cost efficient and
quick to adopt, no investment
needed.

What is Civilia Next
Civilia Next is the first platform made for the digital PAs, suited for those who
run local institutions of any kind and size; an integrated system featured with
application modules which are capable of addressing specific operative needs
of institutions.

Scalable. Designed for multiple
institutions, evolving together
with associative regulations.

Open and expandable. Ready
for future extensions, able to
operate with legacy systems.

The Management is easier
Having simplified operations
means that citizens receive quicker
and more precise responses.

The redesign of the process
is enabled

Single Informative Hub

Built on an information-based
architecture, thanks to smart use
of the informative layer of
institutions.

Collects and links all the data
about people, objects and
geography in order to guarantee
reliable, complete and up-to-date
data.

What convinced us is the great innovation introduced with this approach and the platform, together with the competence
in staying beside us, with mutual intents. It’s not only about the vision of changing the PAs, but it’s also about the ability to
make it happen. That is why we have chosen to cooperate with Dedagroup to succeed in this innovative change.
– Francesco Damiano, mayor of the municipality of Montesarchio and president of the “Città Caudina” union
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With Civilia Next
•

Reduce the use of paper documents;

•

Stay up to date about application capabilities;

•

Embrace the power of a solid, simple and web-based
tool;

Find out how to be closer to
citizens:
•

Rethink the organization in a
really quick and economic way,
starting from the operations with
which you deliver services.

•

Cut IT expenses reducing fixed
and maintenance costs.

•

Estimate tax incomes to reduce
Tax fraud and develop fair and
sustainable fiscal regulations.

•

Cooperate with other institutions
by sharing data.

•

Adopt PagoPA to provide better
services to citizens and local
business.

•

Join ANPR to preserve the quality
of your informative data assets.

Civilia Next and Microsoft Azure
•

Based on open and flexible systems;

•

Compliant and reliable in protecting your data;

•

Cost efficient and scalable.

Why Dedagroup Public Services
We push the progress towards the Data Driven Administration by creating new ways of digitally sharing data and
systems, in order to make public services become the engine of the country’s development. We enhance, thanks to
technology, the communication between local and central PA.
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